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SUMMARY

This paper examines

the present state of commercial use of historical buildings,
details of business categories, and descriptions of itens on sale in the shops in the
old town of Lijiang, China in order to investigate the problems of culturallourism
development centered on World Heritage s[es. /n recent years, the usage of
historical buildings built by the Naxis, the indigenous ethnic group of Lijiang, has
drastically changed. At present, over 60% of shops are tourist-oriented souvenir
shops and restaurants. Furthermore, over 50% of the shopkeepers are temporary
residents, with a large majority renting rooms from indigenous owners. These

findings suggest that the location of the minority's residence and its culture are
rapidly changing as tourism develops. They also imply that a re-evaluation of policy

is essential for the development of sustainable tourism.
Keywords:
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Lijiang

INTRODUCTION

Bockground ond purpose
In recent years it has been pointed out that many regional communities in cities where World Heritage sites
are located run the risk of being unable to cope adequately with the social and cultural repercussions of
the dramatic increase in tourists that has taken place
as a result of being listed as World Heritage sites (Mar-

tin, 2000).Importance has been attached to the commercial use of protected structues as a means for the
continuation of heritage in modem times. Yet, it fre-

quently happens that the inability of regional communities to take independent initiatives results in the injection ofoutside capital, which in turn drives the original local inhabitants from historic areas (Offrce of the
UNESCO Regional Advisor for Culture in Asia Pacific
2000a). In light of just such a state of affairs, UNESCO
has pointed out the importance ofthe appropriate preservation of cnltural heritages in their entirety, which
entails not simply the physical preservation of sites,
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but also preservation of the local social and cultural
environments that constitute the settings ofthe sites

Related fields and originality
of the study

in question. Hence, UNEsco is caliing for independent

initiatives on the part of local society that will make
such overall preservation possible (office ofthe UNESCO

Regional Advisor for culture in Asia Pacific 2000b).
In the People's Republic of china, "rhe Histoic-cultural
City Consentation System" is the basis of historic build-

ing consewation in the World Heritage sites (Yamamula 2002). This system has led to some positive results. Tourism development, however, combined

with

changes in the housing-market and family register clas-

sification systems have caused dramatic social Eansformations in historic areas, such as increasing numbers ofrental units placed on the market, the corrmercialization of historic buildings, and rapid population
inflows into the conservation areas. These changes have
gained widespread notoriety as local govemments attempt to mediate the conllicts arising between the call
for conservation of world Heritage sites and demand
for toudsm related development. Given culrent circumstances, there is an urgent need both to understand
the dynamic tourism development in irmer cities within
the country and to generate positive policy alternatives.
With such a background, this study attempted to dadfy
those issues that the tourist industry faces by taking
as its subject the World Hedtage site of the old tor/n
oflijiang, Yunnan Province, China and by focusing on
the toudst shops to be found there. For this purpose,
ways were examined in which both the existing indigenous society (a minodty known as the Ndxis) and the
majority peoples coming in from outside engage in
commercial activities related to tourism. To this end,
the study fust focused on business categories and op"
erator attributes in order to clariff the actual conditions that have given rise to the increase in souvenir
shops. In light ofthis information, the study proceeded
to investigate the structures whereby the indigenous
and incoming populations have been involved in the
emerging prosperity of the toudst industry by examining the forms of shop occupancy and regional character of the items on sale. The information gained was
then used to clariff issues faced by indigenous communities as they engage in the development of tourism, in that it is these communities that should ideally
be responsible for the management and perpetuation
of the cultural heritage.
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Despite numerous discussions to date by UNESCO and
other intemational bodies on the subject of relationships between the tourist industry and cities that are
World Heritage sites, there exists little cumulative data
from specific studies based on on-site surueys. One of
the most notable has been a series ofstudies related to
questions ofheritage management and tourism, whidr
was conducted by the Office of the UNESCO Regionai
Advisor for Culture in Asia Pacific (Office ofthe UNESCO
Regional Advisor for cu.lture in Asia Pacific 2000a, b;
2001a, b). Although these reports brought up controversial points and contained new ideas for management models and action plans related to issues pertaining to toudsm in nine Asian World Heritage sites,
including Lijiang, no attempt was made to darify the
actual conditions prevailing in the regional toudst indusEy (the nine sites are as follows: Bhaktapur, Nepal;
Hahoe village, Republic of Korea: Hoi An, Viet Nam;
Kandy, sri Lanka; l€vuka, Fiji; Luang Prabang, Lao PD&

Vigan, Philippines: Melaka, Malaysia; and Lijiang,
China). The study itself went no further than a basic
statistical survey and an outline ofthe issues involved.
In terms of architecture and urban planning, research
has been initiated in recent years, notably by the International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS)
and other scholars such as Utsumi et al., into t}Ie repercussions ofthe creation oftourist sites as it afects
historic cities. The report by IcOMoS focuses on the
impact oftourism development upon the historic buildings in several world Heritage cities such as the Historic Centre ofTela in the Czech Republic and the old
town oflijiang in China (Drd6ckj'2002). Yet, although
such research summarizes the issues arising from the
repercussions ofthe tourist industry on both the build-

ings and spatial environmeot of the city/settlement,
there has been no adequate survey or examination of
either the structues involved in the increasing prospedty ofregional communities and the tourist industry or the independent initiatives on the part ofregional
communities and indigenous populations in managing their heritage. utsumi et aI. (1999, 2001) also indicate the negative impact oftourism development upon
the historical townscape in the historic district ofHoi
An, Vietnam. Nevertheless the study is only just dealing with issues conceming visual change of faqades
from a regulation control point ofview without social
and cultural observations.

In geo$aphy, there have hitherto been numerous discussions devoted to urban folm and function in the
field of studies of the morphology of resorts and tourism cities with respect to the characteristics and impact ofuban toudsm in so-called "tourist-historic cities", the planning strategy and development policy of

the toudst indusnT, and the optimization of regulation (Getz 1993). Within that research Eadition, the
term "tourism business disffict" (TBD)can be used to
describe concentrations of visitor-oriented attractions
and services located in conjunction with urban cenffal
business distdct (CBD) fiErctions. In older cities, the TBD
and CBD often coincide with heritage areas. The old
town ofLijiang, which was the subject ofthis investigation, is one such TBD (Jiang ed. 1997). From this standpoint, the studies ofthe distribution ofstores and the
application of structues in the old town oflijiang that
were carried out in this investigation may be regarded
as possessing a morphological perspective.

are crucial issues in cities where special minorities are
concenEated, as is particularly the case with Lijiang.

In dealing with such issues, an examination of urbaa
form and function from only the moryhological perspective will quickly encounter limitations. That is why
this study emphasizes analyses focused on social structues while at the same time incorporating a morphological perspective.

In China, there have been several investigations into
the Chinese conservation system for historic cities
(Ruan et al. 1995, Ye et al. 1997, etc.). Previous research

in this field, however, has been restricted to the frameworks of the conservation systems and their application and less attention has been paid to the actual situation ofconservation and the impact oftourism development upon the historical buildings and Iocal societies.

With regard to the old tolrn ofLijiang itself, although
As Getz pointed out, owing to the increasing significance ofurban tourism, many municipal planning departments and public agencies have sought to plan the
TBD (1993:587). Thus "the presewed heritage" and

"the

ambience augmented by leisure services" are important attractions, especially in a tourist-historic city. It
is often suggested in morphological studies that "the
reuse and adaptation of old buildings for seruices and
accommodations", which forms "a major featue of this
approach", is an effective strategy in TBD planning.
(cetz 1993:598). This situation is also the same in
china's toudst-historic cities, where the central and
regional govemments are planning and implementing
TBDS centered on vigorous effects to preserve historic
structues and take advantage oftheir tourist industry
applications. This study focuses on Lijiang, which is a
conspicuous example of thebenefits of a strong policy
ofthe promotion ofsightseeing, as the entire old tovm
has been designated as a World Heritage site and most
buildings have received protected status.

still, the principal objective of morphological studies
is an analysis of spatial pattems and functions in the
TBD. Very few studies have analyzed the transformation ofcultural and social elements or investigated the
protection ofthe totality ofa historic city as a heritage.
Nonetheless, it is a fact that in many world heritage
cities, the reuse of historical buildings has marked a
tuming point at which social structures have changed.
This is a major issue, as indicated by the UNEsco designation mentioned above. Changes in social structues

major studies were done by local Naxi cultual anthropologists such as Yang (1998), cuo (1999)and He (2000),
etc. to clad$, the uniqueness ofNaxis' traditional culture and their mode of livhg, there are scarcely any
noteworthy studies and researches on t}Ie tourist industry in Lijiang.

While sharing an awareness of the issues entailed in
such studies and research, this study would seem to
take a distinctively original approach with regard to
the following tvuo points:
(1) It has specifically and conqetely dadfied actual conditions of the tourist industry by using data fiom on-

site surveys ofthe shops themselves as the basis ofan
examination of business categories and operator at-

tributes.

ofthe involvement of
the various types of shop operators in the toudst in(2) It then focused on the nature

dustry in terms of regional characteristics so as to examine problematic areas of the existing toudst industry in light ofthe interrelationship with the indigenous
community.
Additionally, it is believed that Lijiang is a suitable subject ofa study involving t}le issues described above, in
that it is the historical home ofthe Naxis, who are heirs
to a unique society and culture. Hence, in this respect,
tlle rise in t}le prosperity ofthe toudst industry is likely
to affect the regional community and its culture to a
marked extent.
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OUTLINE OF RESEARCH AREA AND
METHODOL00Y

Ttre Lijiang County seat consists of a new administra-

tive section and the original tornm of Dayan. The old
tovrrn of Dayan, which is known as "the old town of
Lijiang" or "the ancient tovrrn of Lijiang", contains
wooden buildings constructed in the Song (end of the
126 century to the early 136 century A.D.), the Yuan

Geogrophicol outline of Liiiong
The Lijiang Naxi Autonomous County (hereinafter,
Lijiang Counry) is located in the northwest corner of
Yunnan province in southwest China (Figure 1). Mountainous terrain covers seventy percent and flat plains
only five percent of the land area. Lijiang County is
about six hundred kilometers away from the provincial capital Kunming and has derived comparatively

(early 13th to mid-14th century) and Ming dynasties (mid-

14s to mid-17e century) that are still standing (Photo
2),.

The oldtown of Lijiang!e wa listed by UNESCO as a World Heritage
site in Dlecelnber 1997 in appreciation Ofthe

and the historical
tovmscape as a conedve endty.TheoldtoMlofLiliang
has a population of 14,477 housed in solne 4,156

little benefit fiom economic growth in coastal and central China.

architecture of its dwellings

crowded into an area of 350.2 ha.

wvooden dwellings

figures provided by the Liliang County authorities,

(

March 2000).

Figure l

LOCAT10N OF LiJIANG
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The great majority of the population of Lijiang County

are the Naxis, an indigenous ethnic minority group,
with the right of self-govemment (Photo 1). The total
population ofthe Naxis is about 278,000 people all over
the country and they still keep their ovrrn language,
pictographs and religion (Guo et al. 1999). There are
approximately 198,000 Naxis living in Lijiang County,
representing about 55.50lo of the Naxis' total population in China (figures as of 1995. Lijiang Prefecture

Administration Office 1997).
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The whole area of the old toun: was designated as a
conservation area in the conseruation detailplan by the
government of Yunnan Province in 1997. The plan

places restrictions on the outward appearance and
materials of buildings in this area. Extensions and remodeling of fagade architecture is strictly limited and
new architechual designs are prohibited by guidelines
stated in the plan (Govemment of Yunnan Province
1es7).

Photo l

emergence of unique Chinese social structures.It is a
major element that must always be taken into consid-
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eration when examining the attributes of regional
｀
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populations in China. At present, Chinese people must
secure temporary permits in order to live in a region
other than the region listed in their registered permanent residential qualification, and such permits only
allow time-limited stays. Consequently, the residents
of a certain region are automatically divided into two
categories: permanent inhabitants who possess permanent residential qualifications for that area, and temporary residents who may reside there temporarily by
virtue of having received temporary permits.
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Given this institutional context, residents of the old
town of Lijiang have the following chamcteristics with

ofthe author, March 2002

respect to the relationship between the family register

Photo 2

and their ethnic group. In other words, most of the
permanent inhabitants (census data is not available)
are Noxis, who are historically speaking, the indigenous
inhabitants. Most of the temporary residents, who are
people that have come to Lijiang from elsewhere, are
Han Chinese which account for 95o/o of the total population of China, form the overwhelming majority of
China's population (National Bureau of Statistics of
China, 2000). Noxis, which reside largely in Lijiang, form
a correspondingly minuscule part of the population in
other regions.

A TOWNSCAPE ViEW OF THE CENTRAL
AREA OF THE OLD TOVVN

峰

The current family register system is a unique Chinese
system that originated in the "LocalOrdinance onFam．
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ily Registration" of 1958. As such, it is the basic system
used by the authorities to control citizens and their
movements. The original purpose of this ordinance,
which was to ensure by political means the presence

Photograph courtesy ofthe author, September 2001

Fomily regisler clqssificotion
system ond ethnicity
The family register classification system is a unique
Chinese system that restricts the movement of the
population within China. As Wakabayashi (1995) points
out, the presence of this system has resulted in the

economy, strictly Iimited migration to other areas with
the objective of making it impossible to transfer one's
domicile from the farming village to the city. Since the
second halfofthe 1980s and the advent ofthe subsequent '?eprm and Open Poliry" and the relaxation of
restrictions of constraints on population movements,
as noted above, people may migrate, with certain con-

ditions attached, if they acquire temPorary permits
(Wakabayashi 1996). In recent years, the central government, recognizing the contradiction of the family
register dassification system with the market economy,
has proposed a policy offorward{ooking reform aimed
at reflecting China's constitution, which guarantees
equality under the law. Consequently the government
has announced a plan for a complete reform ofthe family register classification system (Yamamura 2003).
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Family registers are controlled by the Bureau of Public
Security, and anyone wishing to reside in Lijiang must
undergo screening and complete official documentary
procedures at a local office controlled by the Bureau of
Public Security before being issued a temporary permit valid for a specified period of no longer than one
year. Upon the expiration of a permit, an extension of
up to one year is normally possible after a second offi-

cial examination. Ttre stringent Iegal restrictions on
changing a registered permanent residential qualification make it extremely difficult fortemporaryresidents
to acquire permanent residential quaiification ofUjiang
(according to information gained from interviews conducted with Lijiang County Bureau of Public Security
inJune 2000 and Dayan Torarn Government in November 2000.)

Methodology
Ttre sample consisted of all shops located in the central area ofthe old tornm (Figure 2). This geographic
area, approximately 230 m (north and south) by 200 m
(east and west), is both the center of the historic old

town and an area of highest-priority consenration
(56.775 ha), as designate dinthe conservatton detail plan.

This research area is also the central tourist spot, where

tourists and shops are highly concentrated. Taking
these geographicai factors into consideration, it is believed that these characteristics suPPort suitability of
the area for an on-site survey.
For purposes of this study, a single shop unit was defined as a section of a building in some manner demarcated from adjacent shops and being used by a single
independent operator. This definition was adopted
because premises were frequently encountered that
were originally single units and were now partitioned
into segments and conversely, that were originally
multiple units but were now used as a continuum after the removal of dividing walls. The on-site suwey
was conducted benueen April andJune, 2000, Personally by the author in accordance with the procedures
described below.
(1) In China, detailed city maps are not available due to
reasons of national defense. Therefore, with Lijiang
County's permission, a map of the town was initially
dravun up and prepared by the author. Consequently,
all retail and service business were counted, some 286
shops being identified in the survey sector and constituting the subjects ofthe surrey.

Figure 2
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(2) The on-site survey was used to classi4' retail and
service business and descriptions ofthe items on sale
in the shops under survey.

In a related type of research,

C,etz et al. (1994) took a

supply-side approach, employing field observation and
photography, plus analysis of published business directories to count and classiry toudst shopping businesses in the Calgary region. Following their methodology, this survey also employed visual inspections including distinctive design, colors, signage, and names.
However, because in China, business directories and
community plans are not open to the public, on-site
inspection was conducted to identify descriptions of
the items on sale and the service. Furthermore, to make
up for the lack of municipal information such as busi
ness directories, a person-to-person interview on business conditions was conducted with operators of each
ofthe 285 shops covered by the suwey (operators themselves in self-run outlets; relevant information-desk
staffin corporate outlets). During the intewiew, information elicited on business conditions induded the purpose of opening the shops and the percentage of the
revenues from visitors and local people.

All interviews were conducted in Mandarin (standard
Chinese) by the author. Each interview was based on a
series of prepared questions.

dusnT category. Among these shops, loca.l products
that had originally been articles of everyday life used
by local inhabitants appear to have been repositioned
as specialty products (souvenfus). Most ofthese artides
now appear to be purchased by tourists, induding articles from shops that sell Chinese herbal medicines
and tea leaves.

.

In the case ofproviders offood and drink, those that
were placed in the toudst industry classification in-

cluded restaurants and coffee shops (tea rooms) that
were verified by actual observation as offering foreEner-oriented menus (which according to inten/iews
with the local inhabitants embrace food and beverage
customs that had hitherto been unlnovrn) including
westem andJapanese food as well as coffee and western spirits. Restaurants providing local food were also
placed in this category when replies indicated that tourists accounted for more than half of the customers.
Such restaurants, which offer a large number of menu
items, 30-40 items or more, are characterized by tour.
ist-oriented menu language (in most cases, bilingual
menus with items in Chinese and English). Accommodations such as hotels, guest houses, and private homes

providing meals and lodging are facilities that basically
cater to travelers. As such, they are induded in the tourist industry category.

Generol business clossificotion
In light of such information, businesses were distinguished and classified into two categories according
to the following criteria: "Tourist shops" and "ceneral

Shops were classified as belonging to the general business categorywhen the shops were

detemined on the

shops". Further, according to the particulars of business content, businesses were sub-classified into categories of commodity sales/service industr]r, providers offood and ddnk, and establishments offering overnight accommodation.

basis of actual obseruation and interviews to be seIIing co-mmodities or services to the local population,

Tourist industry clossificotion

shops are placed in this category when they are over-

Shops were dassified as belonging to the tourist industry when the shops were determined on the basis
of actual observation and interviews to be tourist oriented because tley sell commodities or seruices to tourists, or when replies indicated that more than half of
the sales were to tourists. When multiple business categories are concurrently carried out, businesses that
catered to tourists as tlEir main commercial activity
are dassified as tourist shops.

. In the case of sales of commodities

and seruices,
shops that sell souvenirs were placed in the tourist in-

or when replies indicated that more than half of the
sales were to the local population.

. In the case of sales of commodities and services,
whelmingly patonized by the local inhabitants and
have close ties to their region, even when they are
aimed at a broad range of customers, such as shops
that sell food and miscellaneous goods for daily use,
clothing shops, and barber shops.

.

In the case of providers of food and drink, the providers place in this category include shops that provide light meals centered on flour-based food (noodles,
pancakes, etc.) for brealdast and lunch to the local inhabitants and shops that seu fried and boiled potatoes
as snacks mainly for children. According to cuo
(1999:150-151), such meal customs and shops were
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present among local Naxi $oups before the area became a tourist destination. The range of items offered

Table l

BUSINESS CATEGORIES
Business

by one shop is small, almost never more than ten items.
A majority of such shops are characterized by their lack

of a printed menu. As such, they are not oriented to

Tourist shops

tourists.

Commodity sales/
Service industryl

the shop operators
was also conducted with all operators. Through the
interuiew, principal information was obtained on op(3) An intenriew on attributes of

of which there is a severe lack.

Accommodations3

General shops
Commodity sales/

shows the business categories ofthe shops and

Of all shops, 56.10/o belonged to the tourism category,
being approximately twice as numerous as those in

the "General" business category. The type of constnrction that is often seen in the old torarn oflijiang is 'LianPai style", rows of connected toumhouse buildings,
which may be called "linked Terrace sfyle". This style
developed as a combination building housing both a
shop and living quarters (fiang ed. 1997). Moreover,
historical data shows that the central quarter of the
old tovrrn contained numerous shops before the establishment of the People's Republic of China in 1949
(Goullart 1955). However, most were apparently engaged in the sale of foodstuJfs and daily provisions to
local inhabitants (Goullart 1955). The lack of suruiving
statistical records in the locality prevents our demonstrating from documentary evidence exactly when the
business category of tourism began to gain in numbers. However, an examination of the dates when the
(93.1,o/o)

of

the 189 shops in the tourism category opened for business no earlier than 1995 (Figure 4).
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38

13.30

2.10

97

33.90

88

30.80

Service industrya
Providers offood
and drlnk5

286

overall

3.10

100.00

E.g., souvenir shop, etc.

2

E.g., restaurant, coffee shop, bar, etc.

3

8.g., guest-house, inn

5

their respective numbers as determined by the on-site
survey and figure 3 shows these results in map form.

shops went into business reveals that 175

50.70

' E.g., general store, clothtng store, barbershop, etc.

Clqssificotion of shops ond
their operotors
1

145

and drink2

1

RESULTS

66。 10
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With regard to such matters as social systems and fluctuations in the number of tourism-related indusuies,
interviews with officials and residents were carried out
to supplement locally available statistics and records,

Providers offood

%

189

′０

erator attributes induding family register classification,
race, place ofbirth, date of relocation, and the date
when shop went into business. Questions related to
shop construction included ascertaining whether premises were owned or rented, etc.

Table

Number

ofshops

E.g., local eating house

Questions of rigorous proof do remain unanswered
ofthe absence ofrecords on the modes ofuse
of buildings immediately preceding their opening as
shops. For the reasons presented below, however, it
can probably be appropriate to view the increase in
the total number of shops in the central area of the old
torrn as beginning around 1995, when buildings that
had hitherto been used as residences were converted
and opened as new shops in the tourist category.

because

(1)After the establishment of the People's Republic of
China in 1949, free markets and firms under private
management were prohibited under the policies of the
controlled economy. Consequently, commercial business activities were paralyzed (Guo ed. 1999:684), and
the number of shops declined sharply. According to
interviews with residents, the number of shops was

extremely low

in comparison with the number at

present, even after 1949, until the number of tourists
increased (from interview survey of Lijiang residents
October 2001).

Figure 3
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FiguЮ 5
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Note 1: Figure

for

2000 is the Bureau ofTourism's estimatedvalue as of May 2000.

Note 2: lncome from tourism refers to the total amount spent in the locality by tounsts in the course of their journey.
Note 3: Statistical dataindicatingtotal income ftom
*Note
4: 7 CNY (China Yuan Renminbi) = 0.12 USD
Source: Compiledby author on the basis

tourismfor

1994 and

earlierhavebeen omitted owingto lack of records in the locality

of statistical data providedby the Bureau ofTourism, Govemment of Lijiang County

(2) Lijiang airport came

into operation in June 1995.
Considerable improvements were made with regard

It is difncult to believe that the decrease of population in the old tornrn and the increase in the total num-

to access to Kunming City, the capital ofYunnan Province. These developments were no doubt higily effective in attracting ffavelers, subsequently bringing about
dramatic increases in the number of people journeying as far as Lijiang and in the income gained from

ber of shops over the past ten years is attributable simply to the increase in the total number of daily provi-

tourism (Figure

5).

(3) The "Reconstructton PIanfor Central District

oflijiang"

formulated in 1995 and "Conservction Detail

Plan

ftr

LijiangOldTown" in 1997 not onlyprovides regulations
governing building faqades, but also seeks to promote
tourism by encouraging the modernization ofresidential building interiors and the commercial use thereof

(4)

sion-related shops in connection with population
gowth. Instead, it would seem to be approPriate to
the growth in the tourist industry as a result
of the emergence of Lijiang as a tourist destination.
Accordingto govemment figues, the population ofthe
old town as of 1988 was 28,000 in about 4,200 households (Bureau of Urban Construction, Government of
Lijiang County 1988), while as of 2000 the population
of the old town was 74,477 in 4,155 households (fig-

view it

as

ures provided by the Lijiang County authorities March
2ooo).

for purposes of tourism. (Restrictions on building use
were not included in the existing regulations.) In these

documents, the local governments of both Yunnan
province and Lijiang County clearly mentioned one of
the main purposes of making these plans was to develop Lijiang as an international tourist city (Government of Lijiang County 1996; Government of Yunnan
Province 1997). It is likely that these policies have influenced the increasing the shift to building use for
commercial purposes related to tourism.
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Likewise, views corroborating this opinion emerged
from interviews conducted bythe authors inJune 2000
with 10 local government offrcials in the county of
Lijiang.
Moreover, the following two facts may account for the
considerable number of shops opening between 1998
and 2000:

(1) Lijiang became more widely knorirn: as a result of
having been listed as a World Heritage site in December 1997.

(48.60/ol shops

(2) As a result of the Intemational Horticultural Exposition being staged in the city of Kunming in 1999 and
Lijiang being designated as a subsidiary convention
venue and included in the route of tours from Kunming
City, some visitors to this event also made their way to
Lijiang, further boosting the number of travelers en-

tering the town (Figure

Turning to the tourism business category, it was found
that, the temporary residents are in the majority, totaling 50.8%o. This and the fact that some 95 (ZZ.4o/o) of
the 124 operators with temporary-resident status are
engaged in the tourism business category shows that
the influx of population from outside the region is a
factor that has been largely involved in the increase of
tourism as a business in the locality.

5).

These factors ledto what might be

were operated by permanent inhabit-

ants, mostly by the Naxis, while 124 (43.4o/ol were run
bytemporaryresidents fiom outside the locality, principally the Hans, the major ethnic group of China.

jusffiably described

in the opening of shops belonging to the
"Tourist" category. (This was confirmed by the information received from interviews with shop operators
as a "boom"

A liberalization of population movement in China, aIbeit subject to conditions, has taken place thanks to
relaxed restrictions on population movement and the
Reform and Open Policy since the second half of the
1980s. According to Kanno (Kanno 1996), these decisions by the central government have caused a large-

inJune 2000, many replying that they viewed the stag-

ing of the horticultural convention as a business opportunity.)
Table 2 shows whether the shop operators surueyed
are individual or corporate entities and classifies shops
according to business category.In addition, the table
gives the racial composition of the 253 individual operators, referring to their family register classification
under Chinese law. Of the 286 shops surveyed, 263
(more than 90%) were run by individuals. Of these, 139

scale

inflow of the rural population into urban areas.

Concerning the social systems, the percentage of temporary residents mainly consisting ofHan descendants,
as shornm in table 2 can be attributed to the reactions
to the liberalization of population movement allowed
by these policies.

Table 2

CATEGORIES OF SHOP OPERATORS
Categories of shop operators
Business

categories

Individual operators
Permanent inhabitants
The

11le

Naxls

Hα ■s

Others

)verall
〔

Temporary residents

Corporate

Un‐

11le

The

entities

identifled

rirans

lVα xls

Otheぉ

Tourist shops

.

.

Service industry

Providers offood
and drink
Accommodations
Sul,‐ total

48

6

1

70

1

15

4

0

145

26

2

0

7

0

3

0

0

38

5

0
8

0

0

0

0

1

79

1

77

1

18

5

0
0

41.8%

4.296

0.59る

40。 79る

0.5%

9.596

2.696

0.0%

189
100.0%

42

5

2

17

0

4

15

3

88

2

0

0

7

0

0

0

0

9

2

0.0%

4
4.1%

3

2.1%

24
24.7%

0

123

296
13

3

101

1

22

43.09る

4.59る

1.0%

35。 396

0.3%

7.796

97
100.0%
286
100.0%

′０

.

Commodity sales/

General shops

.

.

Commodity sales/
Service industry

Providers offood
and drink
Sub・ total

Overall

￨

4レ 1

45.4946

5。

15
15。

5%

20
7.0%

￨

3。

1%
3

1.0%
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The new toum has been under construction next to
the old torrtm since 1985 and is expected to cover a
total projected area of approximately 15 square kilometers. As ofJune 2000, approximately 20,000 people
resided in the new tor,rrn (Statistical data provided by
Government of Lijiang County). According to a survey
conducted by the Dayan Tornm government, 5,001 residents, constituting 1,527 households, had already
moved from the old town to the new tor,rrn during the
period of 13 years between 1987 and 1999.

Forms of shop ownership ond

Ihe rented housing morket
Table 3 summarizes the conditions ofbuilding owner-

ship for the 253 individually-run shops, with figures
being presented separately for permanent inhabitants
and temporary residents. In the case of both Permanent inhabitants and temporary residents, the majority of operators used rented dwellings for their shop
premises.

Table 3

0VVNERSHIP CATEGORIES OF 263 SHOPS RUN BY INDiVIDUALS
Ownership category
Categoriesa
of individual
shop-operators

Business

Number

categories

ofshops

Rented houses

Own
propelty

inhabitants

.

General

Sub… total

.

Tourist
shops

Temporary
residents

.

General
shops

colmpany

39

17

2

1

1.1%

33.09る

44.39′6

19.3%

2.396

51

13

22

10

6

0

100.09る

25.59る

43.196

19.6ツ 6

11.89る

0.09る

139

42

61

27

1

100.09る

30.2%

43.996

19.49る

5.89る

0.79る

96

2

60

23

6

5

100.0%

2.196

62.596

24.096

6.3%

5.29る

28

0

18

9

0

1

100.0%

0.0%

64.39′6

32.1%

0.096

3.69る

78

62.9%

263

44
16.7%

100.096

52.996

25.8%
22.496

′０

2
1.69る

ｑ′
ｒＤ

124

100.0%

０′
一
５

Overall

owller

100.0%

一ｊ

sub-total

ｑ′

shops
Permanent

88

︐

Tourist

others

Govemment
owner

nd.vate

owner

.

Unidentified,

6

4.896

4.896

14

7

5.39る

2.796

Note 7: "Private owner" refers to properly owned and rented out by an ordinary city inhabitant.

Note2:"Governmentowner"referstogovernment-ownedproperty.TheactualmanagingbodyinLijiangis
Construction, Government of Lijiang County.

theBureauofUrban

This was particularly so in the case of temporary residents, with more than 50% using premises rented from
the private sector. Such a market for rented housing
has come into existence since the 1980's as a result of
the Chinese government's efforts to promote provisions
for a real estate market as part ofits economic reforms.

tricts under its control).

Such market developments are currently evident
throughout the nation. Additionally, the intenriew survey revealed that all of the ovrmers of these privatesector rented premises were the Naxis with permanentinhabitant status, of whom 33.7o/o resided in the new
town, which lies adjacent to the old tovm (Table ).

The new town was constructed in order to improve
the standard of housing in the city as the government
shifted from its formerpolicy. A stagnated govemmental housing policy prior to 1980 was perceived as causing serious housing shortages and contributed to the
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This worked out to a relocation rate of approximately
32.7o/o of the old tovrrn's population during that 13-year
period (figure calculated by Dayan Tovrrn govemment
in September 1999 from aggregated statistics in possession of Residents' Committees in the various dis-

Table 4

PLACE OF RESIDENCE OF PRiVATE OVVNERS OF RENTED PREMISES
Number of owners (= Number of shops)
Place ofresidence

Tourist

General

shops

shops

Totd

%

Liiiang County

76

４
３

Sub‐ tot証

Other areas in Yunnan province

3

０

Others

５
１

42
31

９
１

01d town
New tovrn

6

Overall

99

40

43.9

46

33.1

3

2.2

110

79。 1

6

4.3

23

16.5

Ｑ′
一
５

17

´
０

N.A.*,Others

61

100.0

Note 1: All owners were Naxis with the status of permanent inhabitant.
*Note
2: Many tenants do not know where their owners live.

deterioration of the housing stock in the old town. At
the same time, Lijiang was designated as one of fhe
nationalhistoric-culntral anes by the cenffal governrnent
in 1986. In order to conserve the old tovrrn, the local
government adopted a density control policy for the
old toum. This policywas an important motivation for
the construction of the new town, as it was perceived
as a device to decrease population and preserve the
architecnrral density in the old torirrn. Under these kind
of circumstances, inhabitants who demanded more
modem and spacious housing began purchasing readybuilt houses in the new town or bought the right to
use land in the new town to have their houses built.
Moreover, as noted above, guidelines are crurently in
force in the old tornm, governing the appearance resulting from reconstruction or repairs of existing buildings, although as yet there is no system of aid available to provide public funding for reconstmction and
repairs. Hence, the ovrmers of the buildings must incur
all costs involved in such work (fhom interview survey

conducted on old town residents and Lijiang County
government, May 2000). It is possible that this point is
also one of the factors motivating the old residents to
move to the new torrtrn.

Although, strictly speaking, it would be necessary to
verifli this by conducting a survey of the actual ovrmers, it can probably be inferred from the foregoing that
many of the shops currently in use as toudsm businesses were buildings rented subsequent to such relo-

cation of the residents. This would suggest that it has
been the availability of just such rental housing, pri-

marily consisting of Naxi-ornrned housing offered for
rent in the private sector, that has made it possible for

temporary residents to make the kind of advances in
the tourism business that were described in the foregoing section.

Locql chorocleristics ond proponents
thereof in shops
Table 5 provides information on 145 shops sellingtour-

ist goods and services (hereinafter, tourist souvenir
shops) that account for more thanTOo/o of the business
category oftourism in the locality surveyed, focusing
on the presence or otherwise oflocal products in an

attempt to classify them. Classifications included
"Lijiang specialties", i.e. goods, crafted items or other
commodities produced or manufactured in Lijiang Prefecture and demonstrating in satisfactory measure the
local characteristics of Lijiang. Other items in this classification include printed matter and the like generally
available solely in Lijiang, Other categories indude "Specialties from elsewhere", i.e., specialty products obviously produced in any locality other than Lijiang and
being sold in Lijiang and "Products deficient in local
characteristics", i.e., mass-produced goods also available elsewhere, possessing no specific regional char-

acteristics. The table f,rther provides a summary of
operator attributes for each ofthese types ofshop.
Findings revealed that little more than one third ofthe
shops sold Lijiang specialties, whereas specialties from
elsewhere and produGs deficient in local characteristics were in greater evidence. In particular, the most
numerous kind of shop was that which principally sold
jade. There were 36 such shops, which represented
24.8o/o of tourist souvenir shops. However, imported
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Table 5

丁YPES

OF TOURIST SOUVENIR SHOPS AND SHOP OPERATORS AS CLASSIFIED BY PRODUCT CHARACTERiSTICS
Categories of shop operators

Categories

oflocal
characte-

Categories

ristics

products

of

No.

of

shops

Sub‐

total

of
products

Contemporary

27

Dongba afil

Ternpo―

nent

rary

inhabitants

dents

14

13

resl‐

Place of permatrent-

rary

residential registration
oftemporary residents

residents'
share

Corpo-

rate
entities

0

48.196

(Number of shop
operators)

VVithin Yunnan(3),
Guangxi(2),others(8)

Lijiang

Herbal medicines,

specialties

Tea leaf, Local liquor2

8

1

47.19′6

5

3

2

0

40.09′6

4

4

0

21

0

15

2

silvervrork3

woodcarvingss
;ade6

・36.6%

21
13

Sichuan(2)̲Anhui(2)
Dali(1),Fttian(1),

∩Ｖ

Local booksa
Jade and

53

VVithin Yunnan(2),

8

17

Gold,

Specialties
of elsewhere

Perma-

Tempo-

Others(3)

0.096

0

100.096

0

86。 70″ 6

Fulian(14),Ruili(4),

Others(3)

Fujian (4), Henan (2),
(2)

Specialties

50

of
7

other ethnic

・34.59′6

1

1

6

0

85。

7%

Guizhou (2), others (4)

groups or regionsT
Indigo-dyed

230

60.096
ハυ

︐

Woodcarvinsss
General souvenir

Products

deficient
in local
characte-

28

itemslo

7

clothesll

・28.39る

16

11

1

39.396

2

4

1

57.1%

2

4

1

Ticket offrce13

145

Overall

1

0.7%

0

0

1

0.09る

145
‐
100.0%

55

86

4

59.3%

ｎＶ

6
Others

50.09る

(1)

Kunming (5), others (5)

41

Ethnic-style

ristics

Dali (2), cuangxi (1)

66.796

Henan(2),Dali(1),
He■ On」 iang(1)

Heqing(3),Guangxi(1)

E.g., handicrafi items d.rawn with traditional cultural motifs of the Naxis, such as Dongba pictographs, religious paintings.
(e.g., pottery, gourds, T-shirts, etc.)

' E.g., herbs and tea leaves produced in the alpine belt of Lijiang, liquor made from barley or sorghum,
3
E.g., a traditional industry oflijiang. (e.g., necklaces, bracelets, etc.)
a

E.g., books published

in Lijiang, collections ofphotographs ofLijiang, postcards, etc.

s

E.g., shops that provide both jade and woodcarvings.

6

E.g., shops that provide only jade.

7

etc.

Jade is

a specialty of Myanmar.

E.g., handicraJts

of minority

8

E.g., handicralts

of the Bais

e

E.g., shops that provide only woodcarvings. Woodcarvings are specialties of the southern regions of Yunnan Province.

'o

races. (e.g., the Miaos, the Kazaks, Tibetans, etc.)

E.g., items that are available evewhere in Yunnan Province; mass produced products, such as money pouches, d.olls, etc.

" E.g., itr*t that are available eveyhere in Yunnan
12

E.g.,

13

E.g., tickets for the cable car of

old. coins,

Province; mass produced imitations

of native

dress.

old photos, Buddhist images, etc.
Jad.e

Dragon Snow Mountain

Note: Source of specialty product or service ascertained
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ftom

in-person interuiew with shop and a referenced source (Guo ed., 1999)

from Myanmar via the southern regions of yunnan

of the Naxis (Photo 3). Of the 27 operators here, ap-

Province, these jade items have nothing whatsoever
to dowiththe natural environment orculture oflijiang.

proximately half (13 operators) are temporary residents
(Table 5), ofwhom 12 belong to the Hans. (thoto 4. The
relative proportions ofpermanent inhabitants and temporary residents were as follows. permanent inhabitants: the Naxis 72, the Hons 2;Temporary residents:

Further, a look at operator attributes reveals thatjust
60%o of all shops are run by temporary residents,
pafiicularly
and
in the case of specialties from elsewhere, it was found that 44 out of 50 operators, i.e.,
more than 80ol0, are temporary residents. Representrng51..2o/o of the 86 temporary-resident operators of
tourist souvenir shops, this figure indicates that the
flood of products without local characteristics is associated to a considerable extent with the population
influx. It thus can be seen that, as things currently
stand, the temporary residents are responsible for actively promoting a tourist industry based on commercialism, so much so that it owes its existence to the
import ofproducts from otherlocalities that have nothing to do with the original local culture. As mentioned
earlier, the system offamily registration makes it diffrcult fortemporary residents to take up permanent residence in a new locality. According to a govemment
official in charge of such matters, this is an underlying
reason why many operators tend to go to earn money
in a prosperous tourist destination, only to move out
and on to another locality when that destination ceases
to prosper economically. This could also be one of the
reasons that the tourist industry as practiced by temporary residents tends toward commercialism (based
on inteliew with Lijiang County Bureau of public Seunder

the Hans 12, the Naxis 1)

Photo 3

AN EXAMPLE OF CONTEMPORARY DONGBA
ART OBJECTS

Source: Photograph courtesy

ofthe author, September

2OO7

Photo 4

THE HAN OPERATOR CARVING PiCTURES FEATURING

DONGBA PICTOGRAPHS

curity June 2000).
If we view the activities of tourism in terms of "a cultural exchange between hosts and guests (Smith 1939)",
then surely there would be a need for the hosts to convey more effectively their sources of pride to their
guests. In this sense, it is surely a baneful characteristic ofthe times, at least in as far as interaction through
the medium oftourism-relatedgoods is concerned, that
so little opportunity can be found to convey local allure to guests.

to have advantages with regard to the supply, production, and sale of such goods. Indeed more than half are
handled by pernanent inhabitants, predominantly the
Naxis. On the other hand, however, over 40% of such
specialties are handled by temporary residents. A comparatively large number of such temporary residents

have begun

to deal particularly in contemporary

Dongba art objects, i.e., a recent development in handicraft items characterized by traditional cultural motifs

‐

1

、、

.1撻

:1

・
颯 一糠
摯
艤

When it comes to Lijiang specialties, the Naxis, with
their permanent inhabitant status, could be expected

暉再
熙
繍

Source: Photograph courtesy

ofthe author,

September 2OO1

Contemporary Dongba art objects involve modern set-

tings of traditional Dongba art, which is the religious
painting characteristic of members of the Naxis of
Ujiang. The artists bring an original resourcefi;Iness
to bear in endowing the surfaces of multifarious materials with pictures and coloring. The shops take the
form of workshops that produce and sell the artifacts
on site (Photo s).

亘
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Photo 5

A HANDICRAFT SHOP SELLING CONTEMPORARY
DONGBA ART OB」 ECTS

:tt,l":,"l:lll

longs to the Naxi ethnic group or not. In other words,
there is no scheme for publicly authorizing authenticity; there are, however, creations that use traditional
NaxiDongba art techniques, designs, and motifs and
add newways of expression. Such creations are recognized by residents and tourists as authentic and contemporary Dongba art (Guo ed. 7999:479' He ed.
2000:506-507, Yamamura 2003).

According to information revealed in an interview survey, Mr. A, a Noxi craftsman, began creating in 1995 or
鏡

Source: Photograph courtesy

ofthe author, September 2007

Originally, traditional Dongba art were paintings created for religious purposes, and they depict myths and
scriptures, using motifs such as spirits, people, plants
and animals, monsters andDongba pictographs (over
1,400 pictographs specific to the Naxis' writing system) to illustrate sutras and festival scrolls (Guo ed.
1999). However, from the establishment ofthe People's
Republic of China in 1949 until the adoption of open
policies at the end of the 1970s , the Dongba religion,
like other religions at that time, had its beliefs restricted
by the government, and in parficular it was banned
during the period of the Cultural Revolution (19651976). During this time, not only didDongba festivals
practically disappear from the Lijiang area, but the succession of Dongba culture from generation to generationwas also brought to a standstill (Gao ed. 2001). As
a result, ffaditional Dongba art, as art with religious
authenticity, virtually ceased to be Produced (Yamamura 2003). Therefore, Contemporary Dongba a*works, which have begun to be produced in recent
years, are simply pure works of art without any religious purpose and meaning.
As Henrici (1999:155) points out with respect to the
authenticity of tourist art which is based on the traditional art of a specific ethnic group, usually, "ethnicity
as an aspect of identity becomes a label of authenticity
that certain people, those with the 'authority' of expertise, may give to other people or an art form". The

same is true of the authenticity of contemPorary
Dongba art as tourist art. Because ofthe cultural context mentioned above, importance is generallyattached
to the question ofwhether each creator ofthe art be-

]￨1足 J『::￨ll]ξ fil11忌
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thereabouts carved pictures featuring Dongba pictographs andDongba pictures. Extremely elaborate and
of great artistic va1ue, his creations were thus exPensive and have failed even now to establish a place for
themselves as souvenir items. On the other hand, however, the people of the incoming Hon population, despite having had no contact with the culture of the
Naxis, have apparently begun to create some reasonably priced (10 - 20 CNY per item) products that, albeit
crude, are engaging as souvenir items for no other reason than that the Hcns excel at fashioning merchandise (information gained through multiple interuiews
with operators May 2000). Vvhile this indicates that

the incoming Hans play a significant role in the processes involved in the commercialization of products
and in present-day business management, it also suggests that the local community, which would normally
be the perpehrator of its culture, has lacked the cumulative know-how to create a successful industry.

Turning to specialties from elsewhere,

it was found

that jade and woodcanrings occupy the greatest number of shops, both often being sold in the same store
(Photo 5). Almost all of such stores are operated by tem-

porary residents. Also evident is a concentration of
operators from a particular locality, in that, ofthe 38
shops selling both jade and woodcarvings or one of
the two, 50o/o (79 operators) hailed from Fujian Province. Many points remain unclear as to what lies behind these developments, and further investigations
into this subject are needed in the future.
Comparatively large numbers of people, both temporary residents and permanent inhabitants, engage in
business surrounding general souvenir items. Such
products can be seen everywhere in Yunnan Province,
from which it can be inferred that extensive distribution networks make those items relatively easyto stock
and that this is an easy type ofbusiness to take up for
both permanent inhabitants and temporary residents
alike.

Photo 6

A JADE SHOP OPERATED BY A TEMPORARY RESIDENT
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"not in keeping with the characteristics of the old tourn
and a negative influence on the promotion oftourism,'.
As a result, as of December 1999, the authorities prohibited the opening of any further new shops engaging in the sale ofjade and woodcarvings in the cenual
section of the old town. At the same time, it was decided to start encouraging sale of Ujiang's ourn distinctive handicrafts and to start giving preference to
the sale of artifacts fashioned in silver andDongba afi
objects when awarding permits to operate in the central section of the tovm. Nonetheless, the authorities
go no further than the preferential granting of operating permits and have adopted no policies whatsoever
to support the local people in developing industry,
whether providing aid to business entrepreneurs or
education and training in the skills needed to produce
handicrafts (information from interview with Jian-Fen
He, mayor of Dayan Town, November 2000 and the
reference: Offrce of the IJNESCO Regional Advisor for
Culture in Asia Pacific 2000a).
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Source: Photograph courtesy

ofthe author,June 2000

Partly no doubt because few people are entering business related to products other than those described
above, no significant trend in operator attributes was
obseruable in areas related to such other products.
Anyone wishing to operate a store in Lijiang currently
needs to apply for permission from the Bureau of Commerce and Industry and the Bureau of Taxation and
t}ten be $anted the respective permits, i.e., a "Commerce and Indusfiry Operator's Pemit" and "Certificate
ofTa,x Registration". Thus far, however, there have been
no restrictions based on the family register status of
the operator or on the items for sale. As for the system
goveming the consenration of the old town, the principal restriction was on the external appearance of the

building faqade, while there were no rules governing
how building interiors were used or the nature of the
products on sale. However, amid the rising prosperity
ofthe tourist industry and the attendant flood ofspecialties from elsewhere, both town and county governments began to recognize that such products were

DiSCUSSION
In view of the matters clarified by the results of this
study, it is possible to identiff the following two points
as current social and cultural problems that may pose
barriers to the development of a sustainable cr:ttural
tourism industry for the old tovm of Lijiang.
Firstly, there are indications that incentives to keep
the former inhabitants residing in the old town are
weakening.In otherwords, although local real estaterelated datawas notavailable, the designation oflijiang
as a World Heritage site and its ongoing transforma-

tion into a tourist destination may be expected to raise
the value of land and buildings put to commercial use
in tourism and to stimulate the real estate market. It is
also a fact that most of the former inhabitants have

little experience with capital and business management. Given this context, they are likely to move out of
the old town. As noted above, the population of China
now enjoys a degree of freedom of movement, while
the counury is also seeing the development of a real
estate market. In such circumstances and according to
market principles, there will naturally come to reside
in the locality people capable of putting the land and
buildings to effective use. As to the tourism business,
it is easy to imagine that this will mean an influx of
people that possess sufficient capital to open shops and
suffrcient know-howto raise profits. Further, given the
lack of government policy for providing the local com-
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munity with aid to develop its industry, naturally the
temporary residents will have the advantage in store
management over the existing inhabitants, in that the
temporary residents have more financial capital and
experience. Such a structure will no doubt largely contribute to a state of affairs in which an increasingly
greater proportion of temporary residents will come
to operate tourism-related shops, while many former
inhabitants wiII see itmore to their advantage to move
out of the old torarn and live offthe rents accuing from
leasingtheir former rooms to the temPoraryresidents.
Although there currently are guidelines to Protect the
old tovrm, there is no system of aid available to provide public funding for reconstruction and repairs of
existingbuildings. Hence, the owners ofthe buildings
must incur all costs involved in such work (from an
interview survey conducted on old toram residents and
Lijiang County government May 2000). With respect
to guidelines to Protect the old town, government suPport and related policies are insufftcient to induce the
inhabitants to continue residing in protected buildings. It should be fully recognized that this point is
one of the factors behind the weakening of incentives
to keep former inhabitants living in the old town.
Of course, it is entirely legal for a new poPulation to
move into Lijiang after completing formal procedures
and for these new inhabitants to operate shops. Such

rights are guaranteed to all people in China today,
which is encouraging the liberalization of its economy.
What must be emphasized is that the problem at
present is not the influx of outsiders but rather the
weakening of incentives to keep the original population living in the old tornm, which is accelerating the
influx ofoutsiders.
Secondly, the Naxis, who are tfie successors to the original local culture, have proved incapable ofbringing to

bear sufficient independent initiative in the creation
of the tourist industry. On the other hand, temporary

ist industry, which is not based on the existing cultural resources of the region, is almost completely unrelated to existing industries. It apPears that such an
industry has extremely low potential to be a sustainable local industry because it has extremely low potential to trigger the chain reaction of regional economic development. Furthermore, under the family
register classification system, temporary residents may
not reside permanenfly in Lijiang. Consequently, it is
highly likely that they will sell large volumes of popu-

lar products at low prices and take the profits from
their short-term business activities outside the region.
In any case, such factors are also likely to threaten the
sustainability of the tourist industry of the region.
Certain points within this context should be underscored. Ttrere is no government aid available for industry. Consequently, it is likely to be difficult for the
former inhabitants, who are relatively disadvantaged
in terms of capitai and business expertise, to enter the
tourist industry, even if they so desire. It appears that
this point is reflected even in the example provided by
contemporary Dongba art, which is based on the distinctive cultue of the region. Here too, temporary residents play the major role in commercializing the art
and managing it as a business.

Anotherpoint is that the people in the new population
inflrx may not be assimilated smoothly into the local
community and may, in many cases, not fully respect
the local context. Almost no discussions concerning
this perspective have taken place in China, which has
hitherto clearly classified its population into regioninternal and region-external categories by means of
the family register dassification system. Even in Lijiang,
this issue has at the present stage received almost no
attention in terms of policies. As long as this point is
not understood, however, the population influx is

highly likely to continue growing the tourist industry
in a form that will be diffrcult to fit in with the regional
economy, and this will be disadvantageous for the sus-

residents are app$ing business specialization and aggressively developing the tourist industry along commercial principles.

tainable development of the regional economy as a
whole. As mentioned previously, the central govemment has announced a plan for a complete reform of

ofthe
tourist industry has little contextual bearing on the
locality. This gives rise to the problem that tourismrelated products do not successfully serve in communicating the allure of the locality, thus adversely af-

the family register classification system. Nonetheless,
it appears to be just a maffer of time before the disappearance of residence restrictions on population inflows. The next questions are likely to be how the new
inhabitants will be incorporated into the local community and how to build a new community in which
the old and new residents will live side by side.

The upshot has been that the content ofmuch

fecting the process ofhost-guest exdrange. Such
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CONCLuSiONS AND IMPLICATIONS
In the light ofwhat has been described above, one can
point to the fouowing drallenges that remain with re-

gad to the existing tourist industry in this locality.
Filst ofal], local govemment should adopt policies that
will enhance incentives so as to induce the former inhabitants to continue residing in the old torrvn and to
engage more vigorously in the toudst indusEy. In other
words, it will be necessary to draw up an old town
protection policy and a industriai development plan
incorporating support, in the form ofold town protection policies, to keep residents living in protected buildings after taking into account real estate market trends
and the role of tangible and intangible cultural resources in connection with World Heritage designation and Lijiang's transformation into a toudst destination. More specifically, it is necessary to foster the
kind of local indusEy that will enable the local community to keep abreast ofthe high economic value and
high rental charges oftle protected buildings. Ifthis is
to be achieved, it will be necessary to take squarely
into account tlat, despite the opportunities of the local community to commercialize its own distinctive
culture, as exemplified by the case of contemporary
Dongbo art, the lack ofspecific forms ofsupport has at
present failed to create an intemally generated industry. The task ahead will thus include policies for the
promotion and aid of local industry, whidr will specifically involve, among other measures, providing the
Eaining of human resources and the kind of instruction that will put handioafts on a commercial footing,
as well as the provision of systems to provide aid in
the form of funding to entrepreneurs. Once such poli
cies have stimulated the application of existing organizations and network and thereby invigorated attempts to create industry fueled by the original local
context, it is be[eved that tourism-related activities will
come to play a part in conveying local appeal to visitors and enabling the original cultue of the heritage
site to be perpetuated.
A further important issue to address is how temporary

residents can best use theA capital and lo:ow-how to
engage in tourism-related activities as hosts best qualified to convey local appeal.
Such a perspective could be applied not only to world
Hedtage city sites or other historic cities involved in
trying to carve out a policy among the many conflicting tradeofs ofconservation and tourism development,

but also extensively with respect to uban sustainable
tourism in general.
Cities, and especially their GDs, are generally the core

of the regional economic zone, where population, industry, art, and cu.ltue congregate. ChaEcteristically,
the more business activities increase, the more fluid

the resident population. Viewed from the standpoint
ofpreserving distinctive regional cultues, the chamcteristics of such cities may have a negative function.
However, the increasing fluidity ofthe population may
well generate oppofinities, when viewed ffom the
standpoint of stimulating business activities and creating new cultures and industries. The old town of
Lijiang, which has been covered in this study, is an
illuminating example of a regional urban center in
which toudst-oriented business activities have been
stimu.lated, in other words, a center in which the CBD
and TBD coincide. This study oflijiang reveais certain
compelling insights. To achieve sustainable tourism
development in an urban setting, it is necessary to
understand the characteristics ofthe urban social enviroment such as population flows and mixed residence patterns rather than viewing the population as
immobile, to recognize the advantages and disadvantages

ofthis envfuonment, and to reflect these charac-

teristics in planning and policy-making.
More specifically, for cities to seek sustainable development through cultual tourism from the viewpoint
of community development theory, the important conditions are firstly to seek to preserve the community's
own distinctive cultural resources and to foster the
development oftoudsm by the traditional community
on its o&'rr initiative. However, tlis is not enough. It is
also necessary to follow the realities ofthe city's social
env onment and to comprehend the local community
(host society) in terms of population flows. Next, the
people within the population influx shouid constructively evaluate ttre roles that they play in the develop'
ment of the economy and cultue, and while they respect the historical and cultual resouces of the city,
the local government should put in Place a framework
in which the old inhabitants can take part in energeti'
cally ceating a cultual tourism indusEy. By doing so,
it may well be possible to convert the chamcteristics
of the city's social environment into advantages for
the realization of sustainable tourism.
World Heritage city Iike Lijiang, there is a tendency
to emphasize only the value of its cultural Eeasures,
the authenticity ofits history, and the ethnicity ofthe
In
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population. However, doing so is apt to lose sight of
the presence of mixed residence patterns and a multicultural symbiotic society. When thinking of ways to
preserve and pass on an indigenous urban ethnic culture and whether the tourist industry will be useful in
this endeavor, what should never be forgotten is that
the actual players are an urban population with a variety of cultural backgrounds, as the results of this study
have clarified.
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